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Topic: Online Safety Dilemmas

Vocabulary Bank
Vocabulary
Cyberbullying
Catfishing
Dissing
Phishing

Trolling
Roasting
Hacker
Report

Doxxing
Digital Footprint

Fake News

Block

Definition

●
A form of bullying or harassment using online ●
forms of contact such as social media or ●
messenger apps.
●
When someone steals your photos and uses them
●
as your own, usually in a bid to trick or fool
someone online.
The act of commenting on a status with insults to
a specific person.
The attempt to obtain sensitive information such
as usernames, passwords or other personal details
for malicious reasons often disguised as
something trustworthy.
When a user anonymously abuses or intimidates
others online for fun.
When a person/group of people pick on another
person and vent the most offensive abuse online
until the other person completely ‘cracks’.
People who gain unauthorised access to data using
a computer or mobile device.
Telling of any harassment or abuse that you have
received online through the app which then
hopefully can be dealt with safely to avoid this
occurring again.
The publishing of an individual’s home address or
bank details etc.
A digital footprint is a trail of data you create
while using the Internet. It includes the websites
you visit, emails you send, and information you
submit to online services
Fake news is a form of news consisting of
deliberate disinformation or hoaxes spread via
traditional news media (print and broadcast) or
online social media.
On the Internet, a block or ban is a measure
intended to restrict access to information or
resources.

Key Facts
Everything that we post online can be seen and traced
Our words online have the same effect on others as they would in everyday life
Users can be reported and blocked if unkind online
It is important that we leave a kind and safe digital footprint online
One in four teenagers suffered hate incidents online last year

Apply it

To have completed an online journal of responses and actions on how to deal
with various online situations. These are to be presented as ebooks using
Google Slides.

